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ABSTRACT 

Complications of pedicle screw systems arise and have been problematic. One problem 

is screw loosening, which is a leading cause of non-union, especially in patients afflicted by 

age-related osteoporosis. A number of investigations on the fixation strength of pedicle 

screw systems have been conducted. Construct strength has been correlated with areal Bone 

Mineral Density (BMD). A toggling pattern associated with screw loosening has also been 

established as a direct indication of the degree and progress of construct failure. No 

definitive protocol, however, has been established to reliably measure this toggling in a 

repeatable and consistent way. No instruments and/or measuring devices exist. 

Furthermore, there is no correlating function that describes the relationship between 

loosening and pre-operative parameters such as BMD. The objective of this study was to: 1) 

define a clinically relevant characterization of implant fatigue based on the response of the 

bone-screw interface in the multi-segment model; 2) design, construct, and validate a device 

to measure this parameter; and 3) use this parameter to find a correlating factor between 

fatigue and a pre- operatively assessable parameter, BMD. 

A device was made to monitor construct failure as the extent of relative angular 

displacement of the screw (toggling) within the pedicle. A video validation of this device was 

successfully performed; and a preliminary trial was conducted using this device on seven 

specimens. Fatigue strength, defined as a function of screw toggling and the number of 

cycles to failure (determined through the monitoring device), was correlated with BMD.  

A statistically significant correlation was found between BMD and insertion torque, 

establishing BMD as a predictor of insertion torque. Furthermore a threshold BMD of 

approximately 0.55g/cm2 was found to distinguish two groups with significantly different 

fatigue life expectations. The group with BMD below this threshold was expected to fail 

before the spine can attain fusion; the group above was expected to survive the loading 

period of 300,000 cycles. The variation of fatigue life within the weaker group was attributed 

to possible differences in construct configuration.  

Despite the preliminary nature of this study, valuable data were obtained, and the results 
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provided valid insight into the factors influencing the gradual fatigue response of spinal 

constructs. A standardized, physiologic definition of multi-segment fatigue failure was 

defined; and a measurement device was designed and constructed to quantify implant fatigue 

behavior comparably across studies. In addition, BMD was shown to be a reliable pre-

operative assessment of implant strength, which can be used by surgeons to prevent and/or 

avoid the premature implant failure in lower-back surgery patients.  
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Chapter 1 : INTRODUCTION 

The spine is a complex structure made up of many different tissues, all of which are vital 

to its overall stability. Aligned in neutral position between strong, opposing forces of 

thoracic kyphosis and lumbar lourdosis, the thoracolumbar region is particularly prone to 

injury. A number of pathological afflictions, including trauma, disease, or tumors weaken the 

spine such that it is unable to bear load.  

 Posterior fixation with metallic implants is a widely accepted means of re-stabilizing 

the spine. Pedicle screws provide an added fixation point for these implant constructs, and 

can be particularly effective in cases where the damage is extensive. Complexities arise with a 

loss of fixation at the bone/implant interface, which is commonly associated with low bone 

mineral density. These complications generally lead to post-surgical de-stabilization, and are 

detrimental to the healing process.  

 Despite the numerous studies investigating the clinical failure of spinal implants, 

there are no definitive protocols to consistently and accurately quantify loosening at the 

bone/screw interface. No instruments and/or measuring devices exist. Furthermore, there is 

no correlating function that describes the relationship between loosening and pre-operative 

parameters such as areal Bone Mineral Density (BMD). This study proposes to: 1) define a 

clinically relevant characterization of implant fatigue based on the response of the bone-

screw interface in the multi-segment model; 2) design, construct, and validate a device to 

measure this parameter; and 3) use this parameter to find a correlating factor between fatigue 

and a pre- operatively assessable parameter, BMD. 

In this chapter, the spine’s structure is described to serve as a basis for understanding the 

mechanical characteristics of its many components. Common spinal afflictions are reviewed 

to assess the common types of structural weakening. The different fixation methods are 

discussed, with emphasis on pedicle screw systems, a most common standard of spinal 

fixation and the focal point of this study. Finally, previous studies are reviewed and a detailed 

rationale for the proposed study is outlined. 
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1.1 FUNCTIONAL ANATOMY 

 

Figure 1: Anterior, posterior and left lateral views of the vertebral column 
(Adapted from Clemente, 1997) 

The spine makes up the central axis of the skeleton, which protects the spinal cord and 

supports the head and trunk on the pelvis. The spine is composed of 7 cervical, 12 thoracic 

and 5 lumbar vertebrae, a sacrum and a coccyx. Of the vertebral regions, the thoracic and 

lumbar are of greatest clinical concern due to the vulnerabilities of these two regions. 
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Although the normal spinal column is straight when viewed dorsally or ventrally, it presents 

two ventrally convex curvatures (cervical and lumbar), and two dorsally convex curvatures 

(thoracic and sacral) when viewed from the side. These curvatures impose antagonistic 

motion constraints on the thoracic and lumbar vertebral components. As the spine 

transitions from one curvature to another at the thoracolumbar junction, the volatile force 

environment renders this region especially susceptible to dislocation.  

1.1.1 Vertebral Components 

The unique biomechanics of the thoracic and lumbar regions are dictated by the 

anatomical characteristics of the vertebral components. Patterns of spinal motion are 

determined by orientation of the processes and facets; spinal support is maintained by bodies 

of the vertebrae and the intervertebral discs; and spinal articulation is preserved by spinal 

ligaments and joint capsules (Sharma et al, 1995). 

  

Figure 2: The thoracic vertebra. 

1.1.1.1 Facets and Processes 

The articular facets and processes are oriented to allow judicious motion of the spine, 

and vary in morphology. The near-coronal facet orientations from T1 to T10 permit the 

greater rotational freedom found in the thoracic region; whereas the increasingly sagittal 

direction of the lower thoracic and lumbar levels allow greater range of flexion. At the 
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thoracolumbar junction, the flexion-limiting costotransverse articulations of T1-T10 give 

way to rotation-limiting lumbar components. As a result, the 11th or sometimes the 12th 

thoracic vertebra take on a transitional configuration, with coronally oriented superior 

articular processes and sagittally oriented inferior processes. Due to the opposing forces at 

this transitional level, the mechanical environment of the thoracolumbar junction is a focal 

point of great clinical concern. For this reason, the lower-thoracic/upper lumbar region is an 

important structure for mechanical testing, especially in implantation-related testing of spinal 

structures. 

 

Figure 3: Top views of Cervical, Thoracic, and Lumbar vertebra. 

1.1.1.2 Vertebral Body and Disc 

The vertebral body and the intervertebral disc have the important functional role of 

spinal support. The vertebral body is the spine’s dominant source of structural support, 

while the disc provides protection against extreme axial loads.  

Covered by two endplates, the body’s main bony content comes from its midsection, 

which is made of a central core of vertical trabeculae, surrounded by thin shell of cortical 
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bone. The core trabeculae provide fill and substance, while the stronger peripheral adds 

shape and structure.  

Inside this annulus fibrosus is a bubble of semi-liquid gelatinous substance, the nucleus 

pulposus, which accounts for 15% of the total disc volume. This aqueous volume exerts a 

constant pressure, which forces the vertebrae away from each other, such that vertical loads 

on the vertebral column are distributed as a lateral thrust on the annulus. Due to its 

structural design, the disc behaves as an incompressible elastic solid that transmits force to 

the bony vertebrae.. 

Mechanics of the disc can be understood through the mechanics of its 2 major 

components: the annulus fibrosus and the nucleus pulposus. The annulus fibrosus resists 

strain in any direction. The nucleus pulposus, on the other hand, re-distributes vertical loads 

as a lateral thrust on the annulus. The disc has little resistance, however, against torsion and 

bending loads. These loads are much more dangerous to the disc than compression. In fact, 

failure due to torsion can occur with as little as 15 degrees of axial twist (Nachemson, 1966).  

Compression stress decreases caudally in the lumbar spine, possibly also due to the 

orientation of the bony trabeculae and bone density (Glante et al., 1970). In osteoporosis, the 

main reduction in bone density usually occurs in this trabecular region. As a result, 

compression fractures are a common consequence.  

In addition, age-related complications originate in the nucleus pulposus, which contains 

about 90% water at birth, but diminishes to about 70% in old age (Last, 1990). The 

reduction of pulposus water content leads to a reduction in its protective liquid pressure and 

an increase in bony wear and tear. The resultant effect is closely associated with other age-

related afflictions such as osteoporosis, and is compounded by them. Biologic change plays 

an important role in the spinal stability of older patients, and must be taken into 

consideration.  

1.1.1.3 Ligaments and Joint Capsules 

The ligaments and joint capsules play the important role of maintaining spinal 

articulation. The primary function of the anterior longitudinal ligament is to prevent 
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hyperextension and overdistraction; while the primary function of the posterior longitudinal 

ligament is to prevent hyperflexion of the spine. Nachemson and Evans (1968) have shown 

that ligaments deform linearly, until they begin to fail, at which time their curves become 

nonlinear. Past research has suggested that ligament injury occurs prior to spinal dislocation, 

and not as a consequence of it (Maiman et al. 1986; Yoganandan et al., 1989). Hence the loss 

of ligament integrity is an important factor in loss of spinal alignment. 

1.2 PATHOLOGY OF THE SPINE  

The spinal column is susceptible to mechanical failure as a result of damage to any of its 

many components. The specific indications for treatment depend on the type and severity of 

disorder. However, surgical stabilization is often required. Transpedicular fixation is a 

method of choice in the treatment of trauma, disc degeneration, metabolic diseases, tumor, 

or a combination thereof.  

1.2.1 Trauma 

The thoracolumbar junction is most vulnerable to injury because of its biomechanical 

environment. It is aligned in neutral position between thoracic kyphosis and lumbar 

lourdosis, in a region in which the spine transitions from greater to lesser mobility. In this 

area, the facet joints change their alignment, and disc shape is altered. Also, eccentric 

loading, which is anterior to the vertebra, creates an imbalanced flexion moment. The most 

common level of injury is L1 (35%), followed by L2 (25%) (Larson and Maiman, 1999).   

Some thoracolumbar fractures are classified as burst fractures, which are primarily 

produced by pure axial loading. The majority of lumbar fractures, however, are related to 

both compression of the vertebral body and multilevel distraction injuries of the posterior 

elements. Such fractures are caused by flexion-compression loading.  

Short-segment pedicle fixation and indirect decompression are most often used for 

treatment of trauma. Patients with persistent neurological deficit typically require surgery for 

decompression as well as stabilization (Larson and Maiman, 1999). Patients being treated 
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non-operatively for progressive deformity may require reconstruction as well. In cases of 

spinal injury, immediate surgery is generally recommended. 

1.2.2 Disc Degeneration 

Deterioration usually occurs as a part of normal aging. As the spine endures the wear of 

time and everyday use, its components undergo structural changes that impact one another 

and induce a cumulative effect on the spinal complex. These alterations continue throughout 

life and are accelerated by trauma. Changes in the structure of the intervertebral disc begin in 

early childhood, and have significant impact on the degenerative progress of the spine. The 

associated clinical problems include spondylosis with stenosis, degenerative 

spondylolisthesis, and degenerative scoliosis. These conditions are discussed below. 

In the most common types of lumbar stenosis, the pedicles become thick and short. In 

most patients, the symptoms are increased by extension of the lumbar spine and by walking. 

The dimensions of the spinal canal have been shown to decrease during extension, and the 

pain associated with walking is probably related to the extension that occurs with each step. 

The constriction of the canal that occurs during extension can, under some circumstances, 

cause significant neurological deficit. The objective of surgical treatment is to enlarge the 

spinal canal. Laminectomy, laminectomy and medial facetectomy, and laminectomy with 

facetectomy have been advocated. Instability and postoperative complications are major 

concerns (Larson and Maiman, 1999). 

Degenerative spondylolisthesis is another consequence of disc degeneration; and is 

associated with displacement of a lumbar vertebra on the one below it. Anterior 

displacement is usually more pronounced than posterior, and most common at L4-L5. 

Surgery is usually performed because of the intractable pain. Decompression and subsequent 

pedicle fixation for stabilization are frequently required (Bennet et al., 1997).  

As with degenerative spondylolisthesis, symptomatic degenerative scoliosis may develop 

after age 50 and is more common in women (Rosenberg, 1975). Unlike degenerative 

spondylolisthesis, where the displacement is limited, the deformity in degenerative scoliosis 

is frequently but slowly progressive. It has been considered a result of asymmetric disc 
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degeneration (Larson and Maiman, 1999). Surgical treatment generally includes laminectomy 

or foraminotomy. However, since degenerative scoliosis is progressive, a second procedure, 

such as fusion, is sometimes necessary. (Larson and Maiman, 1999). If radiculopathy is not a 

factor, fusion with instrumentation is all that is required.  

1.2.3 Metabolic Diseases 

A wide spectrum of metabolic diseases affects the lumbar spine, often acting like 

neoplasms. Although a great number of these are known, discussion can be limited to a 

predominant few, including Paget’s disease and osteoporosis.  

Osteitis deformans, better known as Paget’s disease, is one of the most common 

metabolic bone diseases. Although its cause remains uncertain, most evidence points to slow 

virus infection. The incidence of Paget’s disease has increased over the last few decades: it is 

seen in approximately five percent of European adults over the age of 50, making it second 

only to osteoporosis in incidence of spinal diseases (Larson and Maiman, 1999). The 

fundamental pathologic process in Paget’s disease is a cyclic process of abnormal bone 

resorption and subsequent growth. Back pain may occur as a consequence of widening and 

decreased height of affected vertebral bodies and vertebral body collapse (McMaster MJ, 

1985). The use of instrumentation to treat deformity or provide immobilization is often 

important with vertebral body involvement. Procedures are determined based on the extent 

and location of the pathology. As a rule, fixation devices should not be placed into levels or 

structures with known Pagetic involvement. 

Primary osteoporosis is defined as an “idiopathic age-related disorder characterized by 

decreasing bone mass and resultant increased susceptibility to fracture” (Jones et al., 1995). It 

is clearly related to decreased endogenous estrogen, impaired Vitamin D metabolism, 

cigarette use, decreased vascularity of bone as a consequence of sedentary lifestyle, excessive 

consumption of alcohol, and decreased serum calcium (Deal, 1997). With almost 10% of the 

population demonstrating decreased bone density (and an increasing incidence), 

osteoporosis represents an epidemic problem for the treatment of spinal disorders (Kelsey, 

1984). It is most commonly seen in the elderly and in postmenopausal women, where 
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incidence has been reported to be as high as 40 to 50% (Barret-Conner, 1995). Almost one 

million vertebral body fractures will occur annually, mostly in the thoracic and lumbar spine 

(Johansson et al., 1994); 40% of women over 60 years old suffer vertebral body fractures due 

to decreased bone density (Barret-Conner, 1995).  

As a consequence of reduced bone mass, the strength of the spine is reduced, making 

fractures more likely with trivial trauma. Ritzel et al have performed elegant studies 

demonstrating that the cortical bone is as severely involved as the trabeculae in osteoporosis 

(1997). Because the thickness of the cortex is maximal in the lower thoracic and lumbar 

spine, loss of bone mass in this region may explain why spinal fractures are more likely to 

occur here than elsewhere in the spine.  

Fractures producing intractable pain commonly occur in this disorder. A significant 

percentage of patients with lumbar stenosis, degenerative scoliosis, and radiculopathy will be 

show to have a ssociated osteoporosis. Indeed, the two may actually be related. Margulies et al 

(1996) recently investigated 294 patients with lumbar spine degeneration and suspected 

osteoporosis. Peripheral osteoporosis correlated with severe degenerative changes in the 

discs and facets as well as osteoporosis of the lumbar spine.  

In cases of progressive collapse of the fractured vertebra, surgery is necessary to correct 

the resulting neurological deficit. In cases of osteoporosis, however, a particular set of 

considerations must be taken before applying transpedicular fixation. Transpedicular 

fixation, to a significant degree, relies on the integrity of the trabecular bone for maintenance 

of screw integrity. Bone density is significantly decreased in patients with osteoporosis; and 

screw toggling is increased with decreased bone density. Cortical bone, however, although 

weakened as well, is still suitable as a fixation material (Perlaky et al., 1994). Consequently, 

bone mineral density should be assessed preoperatively in osteoporotic patients to ensure the 

safety of transpedicular fixation (Okuyama et al., 1993). 

1.2.4 Tumor 

Tumors can be classified as benign or malignant. These, their pathology, associated 

complications, and treatments are discussed below.  
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The lumbar spine is the predominant location for a variety of benign tumors of the spine 

that can produce a full range of clinical syndromes. Osteoid osteomas are among the most 

common benign osteoblastic tumors, and are typically diagnosed during the late teenage or 

young adult years and are mostly located in the lumbar region. (Larson and Maiman, 1999)  

The less common and more aggressive osteoblastomas occur primarily in the lumbar 

region. They typically arise in the pedicle and are likely to extend into the posterior elements. 

Secondary scoliosis and deformity are common with benign spinal tumors. Neural 

compression may occur through vertebral body collapse and associated epidural extension.  

Malignant tumors of the vertebral column present significant diagnostic and therapeutic 

challenges. Typically, back pain is the most common presenting complaint. Because of the 

non-specific nature of the symptoms, the diagnosis is often delayed. Long-term survival is 

improved by securing tumor-free margins during surgical resection (Larson and Maiman, 

1999). The symptomatic reduction in bone mass of the vertebral body can lead to 

compression fracture, resulting in deformity and/or neurological deficit. Spinal metastases 

can be secondary growths of primary malignancies; they can also be initial presentations of 

cancer. In metastatic tumors, spinal fracture following minor trauma is a common 

symptomatic showing, especially in older people (Harrington, 1984; Galasko, 1991). 

Because of the high vascularity of most legions, pre-operative angiography and 

embolization are usually recommended. Complete excision is generally predicated. In most 

cases, surgical treatment is also required for the destabilization that results from bone 

destruction, neurological deficit due to bony compression of the spinal cord, or spinal 

deformity due to vertebral collapse. With benign tumors, the affected region tends to be well 

localized, and regrowth can be sufficiently prevented through minimally invasive procedures 

(Larson and Maiman, 1999).  

In malignant tumors, on the other hand, containment of the disease is crucial, since the 

prognosis, in many cases, is directly related to the extent of the surgery performed. With 

wide dissemination of the disease, surgery is usually reserved for patients with neurological 

deficit and/or spinal deformity. Radiotherapy and chemotherapy are the primary treatments, 

and the prognosis is poor. In cases where physical containment is still feasible, surgical 
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treatment consists of aggressive and comprehensive resection and stabilization. Spinal 

instrumentation is critical regardless of tumor size. Preferred techniques include 

transpedicular fixation over at least two segments above and below the affected segment. In 

upper lumbar tumors, therefore, instrumentation may consist solely of transpedicular 

fixation. The resulting fixation permits maximum free range of movement and is best suited 

for the mobile spine (Larson and Maiman, 1999). 

1.3 SPINAL STABILITY 

Instability of the spine is defined as the loss of ability, under physiological loading, to 

maintain displacement pattern and to prevent increased deformity and/or neurological 

deficit (White and Panjabi, 1977). Instability may develop abruptly from an acute traumatic 

event, or build slowly as a result of chronic trauma from ordinary activity. In the first case, 

instability is usually accompanied by gross failure, easily determined as the point at which 

further loads are met with extensive deformation and little resistance. In the second case, 

however, instability is that of chronic trauma, and more difficult to define. Degenerative 

changes occur accompanied by partial injury to multiple tissues (Larson and Maiman, 1999). 

In chronic trauma, the alignment changes develop slowly, and are less observable. The 

abnormalities do not produce major deformity or neurological deficit but are mechanically 

significant, and represent subclinical failure of the spine (Abumi et al., 1990).  

1.3.1 Load-Deformation Response 

In mechanical engineering terms, the normal range of the spinal column can be 

represented by two non-failure regions to the load-deformation curve: 1) the neutral zone, 

measured from the neutral position, in which the spine is very flexible and motion is 

produced with little internal resistance; and 2) the elastic zone, in which additional loads 

must be applied to overcome the internal resistance to physiologic bending, and beyond 

which tissue injury occurs. In spinal trauma, the neutral zone becomes larger than normal; 

and in spinal fixation, the neutral zone is reduced. The integrity of the spine depends on the 

fixation’s ability to achieve a relatively normal neutral zone that is neither too large nor too 
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small. Inadequately fixed spines, for example, will exhibit unstable displacement patterns; 

while overly rigid constructs, which reduce or eliminate the neutral zone, are often associated 

with pain (Larson and Maiman, 1999).  

1.3.2 Column Theory 

Column theories are often used to characterize spinal stability. A number of continuum 

column models were developed, and criteria were defined to determine instability in terms of 

clinical damage. In the popular three-column theory (Denis, 1984), the spine is divided into 

the posterior, middle and anterior columns with: the posterior ligamentous complex and 

arch as the posterior column; the posterior longitudinal ligament, the pedicle, the posterior 

vertebra and disc as the middle column; and the anterior vertebra, disc and the anterior 

longitudinal ligament as the anterior column. Instability is graded on the basis of column 

injury and assumed if two of the three spinal columns are injured. Thus the middle column is 

critical. A middle column injury almost always accompanies instability due to the doubly 

prone structure of the single columns on either side; whereas injury to the anterior or 

posterior columns is contained by the middle column and bolstered by the two-column 

support. Panjabi et al (1994; 1995) emphasized this role of the middle column in 

biomechanical studies where high-speed fractures were produced by pure axial or flexion-

compression loading. It was shown that column flexibility best correlated with middle-

column injury.  

1.3.3 Pedicle Evaluation and Fixation 

A structural component of the middle column, the pedicle is important to the clinical 

diagnosis as well as treatment of spinal instability. The pedicle is the part of the vertebral 

arch between the transverse process and the body. It connects the rest of the arch to the 

body and is the only part of the neural, or vertebral, arch not joined to adjacent companions. 

From both a clinical and mechanical point of view, the pedicle is a reliable and accessible 

(Larson and Maiman, 1999) entry point for both diagnosis and treatment of spinal instability. 

 As far as clinical diagnosis, the pedicle is one of the critical sites for the radiographic 
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determination of thoracic and lumbar instability. The pedicle can be examined for fracture 

and interpedicular distance to reflect critical structural disruptions, such as severe vertebral 

compression, facet separation, or damage to the posterior ligamentous complex (Atlas et al., 

1986). Clinically, vertebral body compression fractures of more than 50% are generally 

considered unstable. Pedicle fracture and separation of the facets are of similar concern. 

Disruption of the posterior ligamentous complex, especially resulting from posterior 

distraction during flexion-compression loading, is equated to the immediate loss of 

alignment. This is readily evident in the increased distance between spinous processes and 

like the other abnormalities, is simultaneously reflected in the status of the pedicle. An 

examination for evidence of lateral translation, along with the evaluation for interpedicular 

distance and fracture, is often sufficient for detection of underlying thoracic and lumbar 

instability. 

In cases of instability, fixation is often sought through the use of spinal implant systems. 

Increased rigidity of the instrumented spine promotes the immobilization needed for bony 

union. Rods or plates are applied across two or more segments, and securely attached to the 

vertebrae via a bony fixation point. Because of its composition and geometry, the pedicle is 

most ideal as the fixation point for spinal implant systems. The pedicle is the strongest bony 

component of the vertebra and rarely affected in degenerative disease. In addition, 

indications of trauma or tumor are easily determined via radiography. For implantation, the 

pedicle entrance point, dimensions, and endpoint are consistent and can also be determined 

by simple radiography. 

1.4 PEDICLE FIXATION  

Pedicle fixation is the treatment of choice for a number of spinal pathologies, from 

trauma, disc degeneration, metabolic diseases to tumor. Transpedicular fixation has been 

shown to be effective in decreasing motion and enhancing fusion rates. Pedicle screw 

placement may provide three-column fixation, thereby allowing fewer segments to be 

incorporated. In many cases, the use of transpedicular fixation can also negate the necessity 

for anterior spinal surgery (Goel et al., 1995).  
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Since King first placed short screws transversely across the lateral articulations of the 

posterior column of lumbar vertebrae in 1944, there has been an almost continuous 

development of pedicle fixation systems. Nurtured by the work of surgeons such as 

Boucher, Roy-Camille, Dick and Steffee, segmental pedicle screw systems have grown to be 

called a “gold standard” of spinal fixation, and are now considered by many to be the most 

commonly used technique for stabilization of the traumatized and/or diseased lumbar spine 

(Larson and Maiman, 1999).  

Pedicle screw systems rely on the screw as an anchor for attachment of a rod or plate. 

Hence the construct’s ability to maintain correction is ultimately dependent on the ability of 

the bone to maintain fixation at the bone-screw interface. As shown in follow-up studies, 

this loss of bony fixation can take on the form of screw migration or breakage. However, 

screw loosening due to progressive bony fatigue failure is the primary clinical concern.  

1.4.1 History 

One of the earliest mentions of internal fixation of the lumbar spine was published by 

Philip Wilson, Sr. in the late 1940s (Wiltse, 1992), who describes the use of a plate that he 

bolted to the spinous processes, usually with a graft on one side and the plate on the other. 

However, this system was never very successful. The next step in the use of internal fixation 

of the lumbar spine was by Don King, who recommended using screws through the facets. 

Subsequently in 1959, Boucher improved on the procedure by aiming the screws more 

medially so they went down into the pedicles. If driven further, they would come out 

anterior to the base of the transverse processes. The design, of course, was to keep them 

inside the bone. This was the first real use of pedicle screws. 

The next great advance in spinal internal fixation was made by Harrington (Harrington, 

1972), who developed a rod system using pedicle screws. Although his rods have always 

been used much more extensively in scoliosis of the young, they are also used in the lumbar 

spine. Harrington used pedicle screws, but not until 1969 (Harrington and Tullos, 1969). 

Knodt rods were developed in the 1950s and are used in the lumbar spine (Knodt, 1972). 

The Luque system, which consists of sublaminar wires and posterior rods, was developed 
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during the 1970s.  

Roy-Camille was then the first to connect pedicle screws with a plate, a design still used 

in its original form. Krag, working in Frymoyer’s laboratory, then developed the Vermont 

system, which uses pedicle screws and connecting bars (Wiltse, 1992). Edwards (Edwards, 

1985) modified upon this system to use sacral screws fastened to Harrington-type rods. 

Zielke furthered the design by improving upon the screws so they can be used posteriorly in 

the pedicles and attached to his standard rods (Zielke and Strempel, 1986). 

Arthur Steffee was first to use pedicle crews and plates extensively in North America 

(Steffee, 1986). He began using them in 1984. Unlike earlier attempts, such as that made by 

Harrington in his system of pedicle screws fastened to rods by wire presented in 1969, 

Steffee’s system was able to avoid the detrimental problem of poor fixation of the screw to 

the rod. Yves Cotrel of Paris, France then demonstrated his use of rods and pedicle screws 

in 1985. In this device, the screws were developed as attachments to their posterior fixation 

rods. This and a later development by Kaneda, of Japan, have represented valuable solutions 

for the reduction of scoliosis and are used extensively around the world (Wiltse LL, 1987).  

1.4.2 Clinical Failure 

In the clinical setting, few patients are subject to violent trauma in the vulnerable 

postoperative period. Fatigue, rather than catastrophic collapse, has been the more probable 

mode of failure. The associated mechanical weakening is caused by repeated physiologic 

loads endured in daily activities. The most problematic cause for loss of fixation is screw 

loosening resulting in a loss of bony contact at the bone-implant interface.  

Louis, in 1986, reported a series of 401 posterior pedicle screw plate fixations in which 

six sacral screws loosened, and eight broke postoperatively within the first 36 months (Louis, 

1986). Steffee, meanwhile, reported 128 patients who described eight hardware problems, 

including screw loosening, screw migration, and screw breakage. Although screw breakage 

has been resolved by redesigning the screws (Weinstein, 1992), screw loosening remains one 

of the major complications, especially in older patients. Age-related bone loss diminishes the 

integrity of vertebral bone, leading to an early failure of screw fixation in the pedicle or to a 
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diminished healing response of the osteoporotic bone (Wittenberg, 1993).  

1.5 PREVIOUS STUDIES 

Biomechanical testing of pedicle screw systems is done to help predict the risk for 

clinical failure. Test models must reproduce the in vivo physiologic loading conditions 

experienced by a human spine; and test parameters must provide a definitive characterization 

of the fixation quality provided by the spinal construct. An effective implant system is, by 

definition, a system rigid enough to maintain the correction achieved at surgery and allow a 

solid spinal fusion.  

An adequate testing model for a clinically relevant study of construct stability involves 

complex cyclic loads applied to multi-segment biologic models. Loads of ~300N are typical 

for the average person at the L3-L4 region. A loading frequency ~0.5 Hz is an appropriate 

frequency used for testing the spinal fixation. This frequency represents the average found in 

walking, an activity most realistically representative of the recovering patient. 

Many previous studies have been conducted using various models and similar loads. 

These are done to discover the mechanical properties of the spinal construct, and mostly 

consist of static, single-load, or single-segment tests, such as load-displacement or pullout. 

Cyclic tests have also been conducted, however mostly in a simplified set-up neglecting some 

of the physiologic effects. 

1.5.1 Models of The Spine 

An effective ex vivo experimental model of the in vivo functioning spine must accurately 

reflect the properties of its functional components. The primary characteristics to be included 

are: motion-constraints, load-optimization, and/or the nonlinear response to loading. The 

motion segment, composed of two vertebrae, the intermediate disc, and their interconnecting 

connective tissues, is the smallest structure that can be used to model the spine (Edwards, 

1991). Also called a functional unit, the motion segment is a mechanical model that 

encompasses the primary modes of rigid body motion found in the spine (Edwards, 1991).  
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Individual motion segments, however, cannot be used to model column behavior. The 

load displacement response of spine segments is both nonlinear and time dependent (Tencer 

et al, 1982; Panjabi et al, 1977). Also, the mechanical properties of individual motion 

segments, such as rotational stiffness and/or pedicle screw pullout strength, vary throughout 

different levels of the spine. The different states and properties of the motion segments will 

need to be known, as well as the physiologic motion coupling of different segments at 

different levels of the spine. The prediction of column behavior will be impossible due to the 

too many unknown factors and error-prone calculations.  

In addition, the sum of responses to individual loads cannot be used to predict the 

response to several loads present simultaneously (Miller et al., 1986). Interactions between 

simultaneous loads often combine to trigger unexpected behavior of the spine. In pure 

moment loading, for example, even small amounts of compression were observed to result 

in the doubling of specimen stiffness (Edwards et al, 1987). This was a result that was not 

predicted by superimposing the simple responses to the two loads applied separately.   

As a result, spinal motion under complex loads must be predicted using multi-segment 

models loaded by the same complex loads. Approximations based on individual motion 

segments, or on the sum of responses to individual loads, will not be accurate and will likely 

lead to erroneous conclusions.  

1.5.2 Spinal Loads 

In the absence of external loads, loads on a healthy spine primarily consist of body 

weight, abdominal pressure, and muscular forces. During walking, loads experienced at the 

L3-4 level can range from 350N in axial force for a 75kg man to about 262N for a 62kg 

woman (Edwards 1991). The load frequency is about 0.5 cycles/s; and the types of loads can 

include combinations of compressive force, moments, and shear forces.  

For a damaged spine, these loads become more complex and differ significantly 

depending on placement of instrumentation, posture, and external loading. The relative 

contributions of these loads following disruption of bone and soft tissue differ from the loads 

estimated for the normal intact spine (Edwards, 1991). For example, a patient’s newly 
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instrumented pedicle construct registered a peak bending moment of less than 3 Nm before 

anterior fusion, and about 7.5 Nm after (Rohlmann, 1997).  

For both the healthy and the damaged spine, loads are not only cyclic, but also complex, 

and multi-axial in nature. Like the spinal column, the multi-segment model is both facilitated 

and inhibited by the musculature and the ligamentous complex. There is physiologic motion 

coupling of different segments, as well as the complex reactions to complex loads. Flexion 

loading, for example, is accompanied by compression, while axial rotation occurs with lateral 

bending. As a result, spinal loading is most accurately reproduced by cyclic complex loads. 

These are best applied using a multi-segmental structural model, as discussed previously. 

1.5.3 Mechanical Testing 

Mechanical bench testing of spinal implants has evolved from initial studies of non-

deformed spine-implant constructs, loaded destructively to failure, to more clinically 

relevant, nondestructive loading and stress analysis. Ultimate strength of various implant 

systems offer minimal insight into post-operative stability, while stiffness and cyclic tests are 

more indicative of physiologic behavior. However, due the many difficulties surrounding the 

definition and production of multi-segment fatigue failure in laboratory studies, the 

biomechanics of spinal constructs remains to be better examined.  

1.5.3.1 Construct Testing 

Construct testing of pedicle screw systems has been primarily concerned with hardware-

dependent construct stability, as un-related to biologic effects or specimen characteristics. 

Static tests used a number of parameters to characterize fixation quality, including ultimate 

load to failure, load-displacement response, stiffness, and interlaminar distraction (Ashman et 

al, 1989).  

In construct testing of pedicle systems, the force on the implant has been found to be 

transmitted through the screw to the bony content of the vertebra (Wittenberg, 1991) 

and/or the pedicle (Hirano et al., 1997), which becomes a direct bearer and mediator of the 

various load-interactions at that bone/screw interface. In devices where the pedicle screw 
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cannot pivot relative to the plate or rod, the screw subjects the bony interface to a major 

vertical compressive force as the spine is compressed; And a more modest pullout force 

along its axis as the spine is flexed and extended with respect to the fixation device 

(Wittenberg et al, 1991). In pedicle fixation devices where the screw-plate or screw-rod 

connections are constrained—such as the AO Fixateur Interne (Synthes) or the Kluger 

Fixateur Interne (Endotec)—pedicular screws were found to be subject to a large transverse 

bending force and a pullout force as the spine moved through various loading configurations 

(Ashman et al., 1989).  

Ultimate strength provided an indication of the construct’s resistance to catastrophic 

failure (Wenger et al., 1982), while stiffness described the construct’s capability in terms of its 

relative resistance to motion (Ashman et al., 1988). Higher stiffness indicates less segmental 

motion in the construct, which generally leads to a more rapid and stronger fusion mass 

(Ashman et al., 1988). In a test of the axial and torsional stiffness of 30 fresh human 

cadeveric spines (T11-L3), Ashman et al. (1989) found similar stiffness for 5 different 

implants tested with increasing loading at 15N/s. In the VSP/Steffee and AO Fixator 

Interne constructs, stresses at the root of the screws, where they were attached to plates, 

exceeded the endurance limit of stainless steel. Because static construct testing was mostly 

concerned with the hardware-related short-term stability of pedicle screw constructs, 

biologic effects rarely needed to be taken into account.  

In the more physiologic studies where construct fatigue was tested, however, the time 

required for testing is greatly increased, and testing is limited by the factor of tissue 

deterioration. For a patient moving his or her spine construct once every 2 seconds (0.5 Hz) 

for 16 hours a day over three months (a generally accepted time for fusion to occur), more 

than 106 cycles would need to be sustained before the fatigue performance of the construct 

can be completely characterized. Even at an accelerated testing rate of 2 Hz, this duration 

translates to approximately 6 days of testing, a time long preceded by the first on-set of 

biologic change as a result of in vivo bone cell activity.  

A few cyclic studies (Haher et al, 1983; Hayes et al, 1976) have reached beyond 105 cycles. 

Ashman et al. (1988) in a biomechanical comparison of thoracic scoliosis instrumentation of 
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11 levels (T3-L1) using 12 fresh frozen specimens, found that 1000 cycles found that cyclic 

loading over did not change the axial or torsional stiffness significantly. Meanwhile, 

Cunningham et al. in 1993 used a synthetic model made of ultra high molecular weight 

polyethylene cylinders to load the constructs to 106 cycles. In this study, 11 of the 12 spinal 

systems failed by fracture of the screw; all of the systems endured 1 million cycles at 400N; 

while failure occurred at 50-800k cycles at 600N. Bennet et al. (1997) also performed an 

isolated cyclic test of the L4 -L5 motion segment, where axial and torsional loads were 

applied in 200 cycle intervals at 2Hz. From this test it was concluded that the stability 

provided by pedicle screws is greater in lumbar vertebrae with higher bone density.  

Most construct studies have sought to avoid the biologic issues, in the process neglecting 

to take into account clinically important factors such as repeated bony fatigue. Common 

recourses have been short-term load-displacement tests (Ashman et al, 1989), which neglect 

the long-term cumulative effects of fatigue loading. The synthetic models also neglect the 

important anatomic effects such as ligamentous support or pedicle protrusion (Cunningham 

et al, 1993; McLain et al, 1997). 

1.5.3.2  Bone/Implant Interface Testing 

A secure fixation at the bone-implant junction is needed to prevent loss of correction; 

and adequate rigidity in the intact system is crucial for rapid spinal fusion. Since pedicle 

screws have been shown to reduce but not eliminate motion, the mechanical behavior at 

bone/screw interface is also an important in the consideration of fixation quality.  

One measure of implant fixation that circumvents the complications of construct testing 

is the strength of the bone-implant interface. This strength has been measured using a 

number of methods, including pullout and cyclic toggling/pullout tests. Pure pullout tests 

are typically one-time tests to ultimate holding strength, while toggling tests measure the 

bone’s resistance to cyclic fatigue. In pullout tests performed by Wittenberg et al. 

(1991,1993), Zdeblick et al. (1993), it was widely reported that there is a strong correlation 

between construct strength (loads to failure or ultimate strength), insertion torque, and bone 

mineral density. In tests conducted using synthetic vertebral analogues with varying pedicle 

height, length, width, and cancellous modulus, it was found that (McLain, 1997) pedicle 
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morphometry (McKinley et al, 1997) and bone mineral density (McLain et al, 1997; Zindrick 

et al, 1993) were important factors influencing the holding strengths of pedicle screws.  

In addition, a consistent pattern of deformation has been observed that can be 

precisely characterized angular displacement.  A “teeter-totter” motion of the screw has been 

observed as a result of cyclic axial loads (Zindrick et al., 1986). The fulcrum, or axis of 

rotation, of this teeter-totter motion is located within the pedicle. The motion produces a 

"fan-shaped" region of compressed vertebral trabecular bone, which can be observed in re-

sectioning of the bone after the experiment. This bony strain, along with soft-tissue 

deformations, contributes to the displacements leading to non-fusion or other forms of 

clinical construct failure.  

1.6 PROPOSAL FOR RESEARCH  

Currently, the most prevalent assessments of fixation quality include axial pullout tests or 

construct stiffness tests, which are based on monotonic loading models and do not take into 

account the physiologic mode of cyclic failure. Cyclic tests, which more accurately represent 

the physiologic loading condition, however have produced few conclusive, clinically relevant 

results. This inconclusiveness is primarily due to the lack of a standardized definition of 

construct failure, which has been characterized in terms of a variety of different parameters –

from construct deformation, screw displacement and rotation, to inter-segmental rotation—

with no standard means of comparing across studies.  

Numerous studies have established screw-toggling as critical to the investigation of 

clinical failure of spinal implants. This toggling is caused by the deformation of the 

cancellous region, which, during loading, causes the screw rotate about a fulcrum located 

within the pedicle. This toggling can be quantified. However, no protocol has been defined 

to precisely characterize this fatigue response of the bone-screw interface within the multi-

segment model. No instruments and/or measuring devices exist. Furthermore, no attempts 

have been made to quantify this fatigue response as a function of a pre-operatively assessable 

parameter, such as BMD.  
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This study proposes to: 1) define a clinically relevant characterization of implant fatigue 

based on the response of the bone-screw interface in the multi-segment model; 2) design, 

construct, and validate a device to measure this parameter; and 3) use this parameter to find 

a correlating factor between fatigue and a pre- operatively assessable parameter, BMD. 

It is hypothesized that for the last, we will find a threshold bone mineral density above 

which implant failure occurs, and below which bony failure occurs. 
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Chapter 2 :  MATERIALS AND METHODS 

2.1 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

The experimental setup is modeled after worst-case loading configuration of a post-

surgery L1 burst fracture patient. Five segments, T11-L3, are instrumented at the T12 and 

L2 levels. An L1 corpectomy is performed such that there is no load transfer across the L1 

vertebral body. The load, and data capture channels, are controlled via a testing program 

(TestStar, MTS, Eden Prairie, MN). Load tests are conducted using a programmable servo-

controlled hydraulic materials testing machine (MTS 858, MTS, Eden Prairie, MN).  

2.1.1 Testing Apparatus 

The construct is placed in an MTS assembly (see Figure 4). The two ends of the spine 

are held in place by identical, precision-made aluminum spinal cups 17 cm in height, and 

attached to the Instron system via hinge joints at a 2 cm horizontal offset from the center of 

the spinal cup. The top spinal cup is attached to the actuator crosshead of the test system. 

The bottom cup is attached to the fixed platform, which provides an equal reaction force to 

the compressive axial force applied by the top actuator. There is an RVIT potentiometer 

(part of MTS system) at each of the hinge joints that detects the degree of rotation in the x-y, 

or sagittal plane. 

As the top crosshead moves down from neutral position, the moment arms force the 

spinal segment into increasing flexion. The compressive axial force of the top moving 

crosshead is then countered by ground reaction force, resulting in an equal and opposite 

applied moment at the two ends of the spine segment. This total applied flexion moment is 

calculated as a function of the force, the x moment-arm (d=2cm), the y moment-arm 

(h=17cm), and the instantaneous bending angle, as measured by the superior and inferior 

potentiometers, as shown in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4: A schematic of loading system used to test the specimens. The bending 
moment is calculated as the product of the force, F, and the instantaneous 
moment arm.  
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2.1.2 Load Calculation 

In this configuration, the applied moment is approximated as follows (see Figure 4): 

Mapprox = F [ d • cos(Φ)  + h •  sin(Φ) ], 

Where  

 Φ = ( φ1 +  φ2 )/2. 

 

And   

d - is the length of the x-moment arm, or 2cm;  

h - is the height from the exposed end of the spine to the x-moment arm, or 17cm; 

  φ1 - is the instantaneous superior bending angle of the spinal segment in the x-y 

plane, as measured by the top potentiometer;   

 φ2 - is the instantaneous inferior bending angle of the spinal segment in the x-y plane, 

as measured by the bottom potentiometer. 

This approximation is based on the simple force-moment arm principle, where the moment 

is calculated as the applied force multiplied by the instantaneous moment arm: 

 

Mtop  = F [ d • cos(φ2)  + h • sin(φ2) ]; 

Mbottom  = F [ d • cos(φ1)  + h • sin(φ1) ]; 

Mactual  =  Mtop = Mbottom  = (Mtop + Mbottom )/2 ; 

Canceling common factors, we reduce  

    Mactual ≅ Mapprox    

to: 

 

 

 

 cos(φ1)+ cos(φ2) 

            2 ≅  
     φ1 + φ2 

        2 
cos 

; 

 sin (φ1)+ sin(φ2) 

            2 ≅  
     φ1 + φ2 

        2 
sin 

and 
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And since by applying the Law of Cosines, we have:   

 

 

 

 

 

we get:  

 Mactual  =  Mapprox  ; when 

 

OR, 

 

                            

 

By this derivation, we see that the applied moment can be approximated as a function of 

Φ, the average of the superior and inferior bending angles of the spine segment. This 

approximation stands as long as the two bending angles are close in magnitude, which is 

expected by virtue of the loading configuration. Nonetheless, the correctness of this 

approximation is to be verified by the bending angle measurements taken during testing.   

2.1.3 Measurement Device 

A custom-designed toggle-sensing device installed at each of the screw insertions 

determines the degree of toggle, or loosening at the bone/screw interface. This device 

consists of an angular displacement transducer (RVIT, Lucas Schaevitz, Hampton, VA), and 

a mount for the potentiometer, made up of a L-shaped and a C-shaped extension arm.  

 Mactual ≅ F [ d • cos(Φ)  + h • sin(Φ) ] where  Φ = ( φ1 +  φ2 )/2;  and 

  φ1 ≅  φ2. 

 sin (φ1)+ sin(φ2) 

            2 
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sin • 
     φ1 - φ2 
        2 

cos 

 cos(φ1)+ cos(φ2) 

            2 
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and 
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        2 

cos =  1 
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Figure 5: Top and side views of the RVIT mounting device.  

The L-shaped extension arm is rigidly fixed to the posterior end of each pedicle screw 

and serves as an extension arm for the RVIT potentiometer. The RVIT is mounted on the 

L-arm, and extended to a position parallel to the pedicle and 1 cm lateral (Figure 6). The 

rotating shaft of the RVIT potentiometer is passed through the round opening on the C-

arm, and rigidly fixed to the mid-lateral wall of the pedicle via bone cement. Therefore, as 

the screw rotated in the sagittal plane, the RVIT measures the screw angle relative to the 

vertebra, assuming the center of rotation is within the pedicle.  

 

Figure 6: The mounted RVIT potentiometer.  
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2.1.4 Testing Protocol 

A TestStar program (TestWare 2.0), which drives the servo-controlled hydraulic MTS 

system, specifies the loading and data capture protocols. The data analysis protocol is 

defined separately, and outlined below.  

2.1.4.1 Testing 

The loading consists of a ramp component and a sinusoidal cyclic component. When the 

specimen is initially mounted, there is a small initial force present. To eliminate this force 

offset, a ramp load is applied over a period of one second. A sinusoidal compressive load is 

then applied to provide a cyclic moment of 0 – 7.5 N-m, at 0.5 Hz. This load is intended to 

simulate the average body weight of the 50 th percentile man as measured from the lumbar 

spine (Edwards 1991), applied at an offset of 2cm, which is the typical offset of the center of 

mass of the body during the walking motion. The loading frequency of 0.5Hz simulates the 

average loading frequency encountered during walking (Edwards 1991). 

2.1.4.2  Data Acquisition 

Data are collected at 25 Hz with a 16 channel A/D board (MTS, Eden Prairie, MN). The 

captured channels include:  

• Axial Force;  

• Pedicle screw angles T12R (right), T12L (left), L2R, L2L; 

• Superior Construct Bending angle (φ1);  

• Inferior Construct Bending Angle (φ2); 

• Construct Bending Moment (M). 

Full data acquisition occurs over one cycle every 10 th cycle for the first 100 cycles, and 

then every 100 th cycle thereafter. This data acquisition scheme is refined from earlier, proof-

of-concept trials, where weaker specimens were observed to fail within less than 100 cycles. 

The increased data acquisition frequency in the first 100 cycles is intended to capture the 
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behavior of weaker specimens. 

 The number of cycles to failure (N) is defined as the number of cycles until either: 

• 6.5°or greater of toggle in any of the 4 inserted pedicle screws; or  

• φ1  or φ2   exceeded 20° 

Loading continues until a maximum of 300,000 cycles, if failure does not occur earlier. 

2.1.4.3  Data Analysis 

For data analysis, the correlation between insertion torque and BMD, BMD and cycles 

to failure (Ncycles), and insertion torque and Ncycles are calculated. The threshold 

relationship between BMD and Ncycles, and insertion torque and Ncycles are visually 

estimated. Toggling profiles are plotted against cycle number.  

2.2 VALIDATION 

A video validation was set up to verify the angular measurements taken by the toggle-

sensing device. The screw displacements from a simulated test were captured by the toggle-

sensing device. A digital video camera captured this same data simultaneously. The two sets 

of data were then compared. A close match of the sensor data with the video data verified 

the accuracy of the toggle-sensing device.   

A phantom model of the spine was machined out of aluminum blocks and instrumented 

using the same hardware used for actual testing of the specimens. A triangular cutout was 

drilled into the spine phantom along the length of the inserted screw, allowing the inserted 

screw to freely rotate about the point of insertion within the simulated pedicle. For 

simplicity, only one sensor device was mounted on the right (visible) side for video-capture. 

This mounting position corresponded to the T12-R pedicle on the human specimen. 

2.2.1 Testing Protocol  

A TestStar program was used for loading and capture of the sensor data. The construct 
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was loaded for 3 cycles under a displacement-controlled sinusoidal load of  –20mm to 

+20mm at 0.1Hz. Data were captured at 40Hz in 1 RVIT channel, where the sensor device 

was mounted.    

A Scion Image digital video camera and software program was used to capture the screw 

displacements on video. The digital video camera (Scion Image), fitted with a 100mm 

precision camera lens (Pentax M), was positioned 14-cm away, centered and parallel to the 

testing apparatus. 2 bright, 100w lights were lit on the construct so that there were no 

shadows on the screw or in the vicinity of its insertion point into the body. The screw and 

construct were marked with black, pin-sized felt marker dots, which served as fixed 

reference points for the motion of the screw. (These were used during data analysis to 

determine the relative displacement of the screw.) Video data was captured at 20 frames/s, 

using the Scion Image triggered, blind capture mode.  

The sequence of steps for each test is listed as follows: 

• Take initial RVIT angles (as 0-point offset for subsequent RVIT angles)  

• Prepare video signal (reset to 5V) 

• Trigger start of video capture (Scion Image blind capture, trigger, 20 frames/s) 

• Hold 1s (for video capture to begin) 

• Start the TestStar loading (-20mm to 20mm for 3 cycles, 0.1 Hz, data captured at 
40 Hz) 

• Ramp load to 0mm 

• Hold 1s (to mark the end period for video capture) 

• Finish, save data.  

 

During data analysis, a line was drawn from the marker dot to the tip of the screw. The 

angle of this line, as automatically calculated by the software, was then taken as the actual 

displacement of the screw relative to the body – or the toggle. This angle was then compared 

with the toggling angle measured by the toggle-sensing device. A close match (R2 = 99%) 

between the two sets of data verifies the correctness of the toggle-sensing device.   
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Figure 7: Video capture was used to perform the angle validation.  

2.3 SPECIMEN TESTING 

A total of 7 fresh human cadaver spine segments (T11-L3) were harvested and stored at 

-20° Celsius until tested.  On the day of testing, each specimen was immersed in 20 cm of 

water and thawed.  Each specimen was mounted in the materials testing machine and loaded 

in the above-described configuration. 

 

 Spine ID Gender Age 

1 3640 F 79 

2 3657 F 69 

3 3672 F 75 

4 3680 M 64 

5 3689 F 74 

6 3734 F 77 

7 3735 M 38 

Table 1: The gender and age of seven specimens tested. 
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2.3.1 Specimen Preparation 

In preparation, each specimen was X-rayed to scan for abnormalities and/or tumor 

formations. Abnormal, or diseased specimens were discarded. To determine the areal Bone 

Mineral Density (BMD), each spine segment was then scanned laterally using a dual energy 

x-ray absorptiometry (DEXA) bone densitometer (QDR 4000, Hologic, Waltham, MA).  

The specimens were placed in a water-filled acrylic container at a depth of 15-cm, and 

scanned in the supine position. Areal Bone mineral density (BMD) was calculated using the 

“Lumbar Spine-Fast Spine” protocol installed with the software (Hologic, Waltham, MA). 

Scan results yielded estimates of areal BMD of the T12-L2 region in grams per square 

centimeter (g/cm2).  

Regional BMD was also estimated by manually selecting the areas believed to be 

important to the holding strength of the screw/bone interface (see R1-R6 in Figure 8). 

However, due to the difficulty of validating a systematic selection protocol that is consistent 

across all specimens, these measurements were later discarded.  

                                      

Figure 8: DEXA scan used to determine areal Bone Mineral Density (BMD). 

Following scanning, a vertebral body corpectomy was created at the L1 level. The L1 

vertebral body was removed, while maintaining the thin posterior cortex and all of the 
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posterior elements. To minimize biologic deterioration, all soft tissues were removed except 

for the discs, and posterior ligaments. In particular, the mid-lateral wall of the pedicles were 

cleaned and scraped to insure proper contact with the bone cement used to fix the rotating 

arm of the toggle-sensing potentiometer.  

Once the specimen was scanned and cleaned, the two ends of the spine segment were 

then potted in the two aluminum spinal cups at a 90° rotation from the sagittal plane. The 

T11 and L3 vertebrae were secured with PMMA. Nails were drilled to 127 mm (½ in) to the 

bottom of the T11 and L2 segment for better grip onto the bone cement. The spinal cups 

were first greased to ensure later removal. Once the bone cement had hardened, the cups 

were rigidly fixed with setscrews to the spinal cups.  

Finally, each specimen was instrumented in the T12 and L2 positions using 7 mm x 45 

mm pedicle screws and 6.5 mm rods (Synthes, Paoli, PA).  A customized torque screwdriver 

(Seekonk Manufacturing, ±1.41 N-cm [0.125 in-lb]) was used to insert the screws. Insertion 

torque was defined as the maximum measured torque during screw insertion.  

An inward screw insertion style was used, where the screw entry point was located in the 

middle of the pedicle, at about ½ of the total pedicle height. The direction of insertion was 

about 5° inward from the sagittal plane for the T12 level; and about 12° inward for the L2 

level.  
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Figure 9: An inward screw insertion style was used. 

Once the screws were inserted, the toggle-sensing device was mounted in the 

configuration described in section 2.1.3. Bone cement was used to secure the C-arm of the 

sensor mount to the cleaned surface of the pedicle wall. The rigidity of this interface was 

manually checked by lightly tugging for sideways motion. Non-rigid and incompletely fixed 

mounts were re-done until there was absolutely no movement.  

 

 

Figure 10: The toggle-sensing device was mounted onto each of the inserted 
screws. 
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2.3.2 Testing 

Each construct was loaded until one of the four screw angles reached 6.5° of toggle, φ1 

or φ2  reached 20°, or the construct survived 300,000 cycles. Survival to 300,000 cycles was 

characterized as non-failure. This is the clinically established recovery point at which the 

average patient is expected to have achieved fusion. Load was applied by the loading 

program described in section 2.1.4. The constructs were hydrated every 4 hours via saline 

sprays, and maintained at room temperature (25° Celsius) during testing. Data analysis was 

done according to the methods outlined in section 0. 

2.3.3 Data Analysis 

The correlation between insertion torque and BMD, BMD and cycles to failure 

(Ncycles), and insertion torque and Ncycles were calculated. The threshold relationship 

between BMD and Ncycles, and insertion torque and Ncycles were estimated via visual 

inspection. Toggling profiles were plotted against cycle number.  
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Chapter 3 : RESULTS 

The toggle-sensing device was validated with a close match between the sensor and 

video capture data (R2=0.99). Of the seven specimens tested using this toggle-sensing device, 

2 did not fail after 300,000 cycles. The other 5 failed with 6.5 degrees of toggling at 100 to 

219,920 cycles, with a mean and standard deviation of 51,608 and 94,883 cycles, respectively. 

No specimen reached 20 degrees of construct deformation.  

The average insertion torque, BMD, number of cycles, maximum toggle, and initial 

construct configuration are shown below for each of the specimens tested.  

Spine 
ID 

Average Insertion 
Torque  

 (N . cm) 

BMD 
(g/cm2) N6.5 

Maximum Toggle 
(degrees) 

Initial Construct Angle 
(degrees) 

(+/ -: flexion/extension) 

Top      vs.  Bottom 
1 3640 46.46 0.457 7901.5 6.5 -0.16 -0.31 

2 3657 37.85 0.447 100.5 6.5 -5.78 -4.76 

3 3672 32.93 0.353 30019 6.5 -0.76 0.85 

4 3680 102.47 0.617 300000* 2.5 2.17 2.22 

5 3689 24.70 0.330 100 6.5 -1.01 1.41 

6 3734 122.26 0.517 219920 6.5 -5.02 3.09 

7 3735 166.06 0.733 300000* 1.63 0.30 0.67 

 

* did not fail life after 300,000 cycles 

- data not taken 

Table 2: The Average Insertion Torque, BMD, N 6.5, and initial construct configuration.  

3.1 TOGGLING PROFILES 

The toggling profiles, obtained by plotting the degrees of toggle against Ncycles, are 

presented below. Four screws are plotted for each profile, showing the progress of each 

screw as the construct failure progressed.   
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Spine #1 (3640): 
Degrees of Toggle vs. N cycles
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Figure 11: Spine #1 (3640): Degree of Toggle vs. N cycles 

Spine #2 (3657): 
Degrees of Toggle vs. N cycles
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Figure 12: Spine #2 (3657): Degree of Toggle vs. N cycles 
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Spine #3 (3672): 
Degrees of Toggle vs. N cycles
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Figure 13: Spine #3 (3672): Degree of Toggle vs. N cycles 
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Spine #4 (3680): 
Degrees of Toggle vs. N cycles
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Figure 14: Spine #4 (3680): Degree of Toggle vs. N cycles 

 

Spine #5 (3689): 
Degrees of Toggle vs. N cycles
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Figure 15: Spine #5 (3689): Degree of Toggle vs. N cycles 
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Spine #6 (3734): 
Degrees of Toggle vs. N cycles
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Figure 16: Spine #6 (3734): Degree of Toggle vs. N cycles 
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Spine #7 (3735): 
Degrees of Toggle vs. N cycles
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Figure 17: Spine #7 (3735): Degree of Toggle vs. N cycles 
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These toggling data showed an interesting progression of the fatigue failure. In these 

profiles, bony failure was generally led by the screw with the largest toggling magnitude. 

Bony failure at this single screw would spike to a new maximum and begin to stabilize. 

Toggling activity at the other screws would then increase, and reach their respective highs. 

As the overall toggling activity settles around at the new level, the greatest toggling screw 

would spike again, starting the entire process once more. If we consider the load sharing 

among the four screw/bone interfaces, we note that as one surface begins to weaken, the 

load on the others is increased, eventually causing them to weaken until the load can be re-

distributed. This suggests that loading geometry may play a key role in the fatigue-life 

variation among specimens with lower BMD’s. An unevenly instrumented configuration can 

hold a dominant effect on the fatigue behavior by leading with a high magnitude of initial 

toggling for one of the screws. In support of this hypothesis, specimen #2 (3657), with 

BMD 0.447 g/cm2, sustained a particularly low number of cycles compared with other 

specimens of similar BMD, e.g. #1 (3640)-BMD 0.457 g/cm2, 7901.5 cycles (see Table 2). 

However, it was instrumented in an initial configuration of approximately 5 degrees 

extension, compared with <1 degree extension in the other failed specimens. On the other 

hand, specimen #3 (3672) with BMD 0.353 g/cm2 sustained an unexpectedly high number 

of cycles to failure (N=30019), and was instrumented in an initial configuration of 0.76 deg 

extension on top and 0.85 deg flexion on the bottom. This is a rotated configuration that 

would cause the load to be concentrated nearer the screw tip, where the screw purchase is 

within the body and sturdier. The advantages of this configuration seems to be a longer 

fatigue life, as opposed to the extended initial configuration, which would have placed the 

load more directly at the screw head, with purchase within the pedicle. Although the effects 

of construct configuration cannot be conclusively deduced due to the small number of data 

points obtained in this study, there is evidence of its influence and it is a theoretically viable 

explanation. The mechanical influence of the initial construct configuration may shed great 

light on some unexplained aspects of the fatigue behavior of multi-segment constructs, and 

may be explored further in future experiments.   
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3.2 INSERTION TORQUE  

The insertion torques for each of the screws, and their averages, are listed in Table 3: 

Spine ID T12 L T12 R L2 L L2 R Average Insertion Torque 

(N . cm) 

1 3640 52.11 46.42 40.96 * 46.50 

2 3657 36.77 28.47 40.13 46.03 37.85 

3 3672 35.86 15.85 53.62 26.37 32.93 

4 3680 109.29 73.04 115.43 112.11 102.47 

5 3689 24.69 39.49 16.94 17.69 24.70 

6 3734 116.43 108.21 75.55 188.86 122.26 

7 3735 170.97 126.19 224.79 142.29 166.06 

*corrupt data point 

Table 3: Insertion torque at each pedicle screw location. 

Many of the specimens had a weakest pedicle with a relatively much lower insertion 

torque. On specimens where this difference was pronounced, the screws with the least 

insertion torques were also more likely to fail first with 6.5 degrees of toggle. For 

comparison, the locations of the failed screws, and that of the lowest insertion torques, are 

listed below:  

Spine ID Failed 

Screw 

Lowest Insertion Torque (N . cm)

1 3640 T12R 40.96 (L2L) 

2 3657 T12R* 28.47 (T12R) 

3 3672 T12L 15.85 (T12R) 

4 3680 N/A 73.04 (T12R) 

5 3689 L2L* 16.94 (L2L) 

6 3734 L2L* 75.55 (L2L) 

7 3735 N/A 126.19 (T12R) 

Table 4: Comparison of the first failed screw to that with lowest insertion torque. 
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Out of the five failed spines, three also failed in the screw with the lowest insertion 

torque, suggesting a strong, direct correlation between the insertion torque and the localized 

fatigue behavior. This is an expected correlation, since insertion torque is directly related to 

the strength of the bone. When the bone is strong, the fixation points of the implant also 

encounter more resistance to motion. The result is then a sturdier implant system, with 

greater holding power and hence longer fatigue life. Some exceptions to this rule, e.g. 

specimen #3 (3672), may be accounted for by other factors, such as construct configuration, 

or regional variations in bone quality. These factors influence the distribution of force during 

loading, and remain to be explored further in future experiments. 

3.3 NUMBER OF CYCLES VS. BMD AND INSERTION TORQUE  

The areal Bone Mineral Density (BMD) of the seven specimens ranged from 0.33 to 0.73 

g/cm2 with a mean and standard deviation of 0.49 g/cm2 and 0.14 g/cm2 respectively. A 

positive correlation coefficient of 0.924 was found between BMD and insertion torque; one 

of 0.886 was found between BMD and number of cycles to 6.5 degrees failure (Ncycles); and 

one of 0.926 was found between insertion torque and Ncycles.  

There was a significant linear relationship between average insertion torque and 

BMD (R2 = 0.853), as shown in Figure 18. This relationship suggests that BMD is a strong 

indicator of insertion torque, and validates it as a pre-operatively assessable standard for 

predicting implant holding strength. There was also an observable threshold relationship 

between vertebral BMD and the number of cycles to failure (see Figure 19), showing a 

threshold value of approximately 0.55 g/cm2 BMD below which the specimens failed quickly 

with 6.5 degrees of toggle, and above which the specimens survived 300,000 cycles with little 

toggle. This relationship is reflected in Average Insertion Torque and the number of cycles 

to failure (see Figure 20), where a visible threshold is found in the 100 - 125 N . cm range. 

Below 100 N . cm all specimen(s) failed quickly within 300,000 cycles; Above 125 N.cm, all 

specimen(s) survived 300,000 cycles with little toggle. 
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Figure 18:  Average Insertion Torque vs. areal Bone Mineral Density (BMD) 
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Cycles to Failure vs. BMD
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Figure 19: Cycles to Failure vs. areal Bone Mineral Density (BMD) showing a 

threshold value at approximately 0.55 g/cm2   
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Figure 20: Cycles to Failure vs. Average Insertion Torque showing a threshold 
range between approximately 100 – 125 N . cm 
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Chapter 4 : DISCUSSION 

There continues to be a lack of standardized, repeatable means of measuring implant 

fatigue. Furthermore, there are few meaningful predictors for the risk of spine fixation 

failure. Known studies have characterized implant in terms of everything from construct 

deformation, screw displacement and rotation, to inter-segmental rotation—with no 

standard means of comparing across studies. Meanwhile most assessments of the holding 

potential of spinal implants include pullout force and insertion torque, which cannot be 

determined preoperatively. However, construct fatigue is consistently quantifiable as a 

function of the screw rotation around the site of implant loosening. In addition, areal Bone 

Mineral Density (BMD), assessed through dual energy x-ray absorptiometry, can be 

determined prior to surgery.  The current study designs, constructs and validates a 

measurement device that determines construct failure as the extent of relative angular 

displacement of the screw (toggling) within the pedicle. BMD is shown to have a significant 

linear correlation with insertion torque. In addition, a threshold relationship is described 

between BMD and cycles to failure in a corpectomy at a given load.  For this given load (7.5 

Nm), a threshold BMD value of about 0.55 g/cm2 can be established, above which a large 

number of cycles are needed to produce substantial screw toggle, and below which the 

construct fails in less than 50,000 cycles. This threshold value of BMD may be useful to 

surgeons when preoperatively planning surgeries for patients with poor bone quality, and 

may indicate that supplemental fixation is required. 

The threshold result of 0.55g/cm2 is consistent with the previously reported, lateral 

DXA-scanned value of 0.45g/cm2 (Lim et al., 1995), which was the threshold BMD for a 

50% reduction in load borne by the construct. The toggling also resulted in a fan-shaped 

region of compressed trabecular bone, which was discovered upon re-sectioning of the 

tested vertebral bodies, and is similar to the pattern reported by Wittenberg et al. (1991).  

In addition the toggling profiles, obtained by plotting the degree of toggle against 

Ncycles, described the gradual progression of the fatigue failure. A general pattern of failure 

is observed, with an expected result where the failure predominantly led by the screw with 
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the lowest insertion torque. A few exceptions occurred where specimens with low BMDs 

obtained unexpectedly high number of cycles or vice versa. These are mechanically 

attributable the construct configuration, where it is expected that implants loaded in 

extension will experience a much greater compressive load on the screws due to the 

decreased moment arm from the point of force application. Although too few data on the 

construct geometry were obtained to substantiate this hypothesis, the effects of construct 

geometry can certainly be explored further in future research, and could possibly shed light 

on many of the currently unexplained aspects of construct fatigue behavior.  
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Chapter 5 : CONCLUSION 

 A clinically relevant characterization of implant fatigue was defined in terms of the 

associated cancellous deformation at the bone-screw interface. This deformation is 

quantified as the degree of screw toggling around its fulcrum, and measured using a 

validated, custom-designed measuring device. In addition, this measurement device was used 

to find a correlating factor between this fatigue and a pre- operatively assessable parameter, 

areal Bone Mineral Density (BMD). A strong correlation between BMD and insertion torque 

established BMD as a predictor of insertion torque. Furthermore a threshold BMD of 

approximately 0.55g/cm2 was found to distinguish two groups with significantly different 

fatigue life expectations. The group with BMD below this threshold was expected to fail 

before the spine can attain fusion; the group above was expected to survive the recovery 

period of 300,000 cycles. The variation of fatigue life within the weaker group was attributed 

to the possible result of differences in construct configuration.  

Despite the preliminary nature of this study, valuable data were obtained, and the results 

provided valid insight into the factors influencing the gradual fatigue response of spinal 

constructs. A standardized, physiologic definition of multi-segment fatigue failure was 

defined; and a measurement device was designed and constructed to quantify implant fatigue 

behavior comparably across studies. In addition, BMD was shown to be a reliable pre-

operative assessment of implant strength, which can be used by surgeons to prevent and/or 

avoid the premature implant failure in lower-back surgery patients.  
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